






           look out the window, and what do I see?
        A cluster of emerald isles rising from the sea.
      Softly we land in a tranquil lagoon,
    my heart starts to hum a magical tune.
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      Powered by the sun, our boat starts to glide,
    turtles swim by us on either side.
We give up our shoes, stretch our bare feet,
    as our hosts on the island we prepare to meet.



   home on the water beckons from the shore,
        I run up to it excited, eager to explore.
A pool vast and endless, a glass-bottomed floor,
     a slide into the ocean – who could ask for more?

    Softly and surely, day becomes night,
     the sky is set ablaze by stars shining bright.
The roof over the bed then slides open to show,
        the Milky Way above us, while we slumber below.
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    t the heart of the island The Gathering lies,
  the perfect space to watch the sun rise.
Glass bridges inside lead to a room of words,
   where you can read in the company of birds.
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  But my little feet choose a different way,
    to places I can enjoy treats all day.
        Then off I go to The Den of play, 
                 where fun and games abound all day.





     e walk on the shores, sand beneath bare feet,
        in this magical place where land and sea meet.
Endless and vast, sheets of turquoise and blue,
 reveal a new world that my spirit never knew.

           We dive in the ocean, make some fine finned friends,
    but that isn’t where our adventure ends.
          Our paddle boards float on soft silky foam,
    we sail across the seas, let the wind guide us home.
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 make my way up to a quiet little shore,
    wondering what else the day has in store.
      I stop in my tracks, for what do I see?
Dozens of turtles, waiting to welcome me.

 Nestled in foliage, hidden in plain sight,
     this sanctuary fills my heart with delight.

   Barefoot Butler walks beside me, with him I learn, 
how nature cares for us, and now it’s our turn.
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       new day dawns, we watch the sun as it rises,
 our dhoni sets sail, promises endless surprises.
Building sandcastles, a little snorkelling too,
   then we soak up the rays, as well as the view.

 A picnic on an island, that’s reason to smile,
after a feast like no other, we laze in the sun for a while.
  My bed-time stories are all coming true,
      while we float on an island in an ocean of blue.
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  A treat for the eyes and the palate too,
 this redefines the phrase ‘dinner with a view’.
            It all adds up to a memorable night,
               one that allows imagination to take flight.

        nother day ends, the sun says goodbye,
      our new guests, the stars, take their place in the sky.
The Observatory is where we will meet them all, 
  over a delicious dinner designed to enthrall.
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 oday is farewell, it’s time to go home,
        but here on the island my spirit shall roam.
Waiting for the day that we journey back,
     and explore more paths off the beaten track.

 At the pier, dear Barefoot Butler awaits,
          greeting us all as if we’re old mates.
    As we set sail towards the little sea plane,
             I dream about the time I’ll get to visit again.
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A destination  
of rare experiences...

Inspiration  
in its purest form
Inspired by a word that means ‘wisdom’  
in Sanskrit, Soneva Jani presents a collection  
of island sanctuaries and overwater villas 
set within a lagoon of crystal clear waters, 
fringed by pristine beaches and blanketed  
in lush tropical greenery. The highlight of  
the islands that the resort calls home is the  
5.6 kilometre private lagoon that surrounds  
it; an awe-inspiring azure spectacle that  
inspires a sense of calm.

Savour natural flavours
The culinary experiences at Soneva Jani are 
as diverse as they are memorable, presenting 
gourmet menus across a variety of cultures 
and cuisines, organic offerings, simple 
barbeques and elaborate romantic escapades. 
Soneva Jani starts with what can be grown 
and fished sustainably on their own fertile 
isle, incorporating the talents of inventive 
chefs from East and West and complements  
it with an extraordinary wine cellar.

Our venues include:

The Gathering | So Cool | So Imaginative 
Wine Cellar | So Fresh and So Engaging 
So Starstruck | So Serene | The Gathering Bar Our location

Soneva Jani is located on the stunning 
island of Medhufaru, part of a five-island 
cluster in the Maldives’ Noonu Atoll.  
The resort can be reached by a scenic 
30-minute seaplane flight direct  
from Malé International Airport  
or by a 60-minute speedboat ride  
from Soneva Fushi.

For more information please visit soneva.com



At Soneva, our aim is to create unforgettable, enlightening experiences 

 for our guests, while aiming to illuminate lives and tread lightly on the earth. 

With that in mind, we make every effort to create and follow sustainable 
practices, from recycling waste materials, conserving water or preserving 

communities and ecosystems. This book has also been printed on 100% 

recycled paper, helping us to minimise our environmental impact.
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